1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, G will be a locally compact (topological Hausdorff) group with a fixed left Haar measure X (also denoted dx). The dual space of C0(G) is identified as usual with the Banach space of bounded regular complex Borel measures (with the total variation norm) on G, and denoted M(G). We let Mdd(G) stand for the linear span of the point measures 8X, so that the norm closure of MM(G) in M(G) is Md(G), the set of the discrete measures in M(G). With the usual norm [9, p. 141] (and the usual abuse of language), LX(G) denotes the Banach space of all bounded À-measurable complex functions on G, two functions being regarded as equal if they agree locally almost everywhere (l.a.e.). Then LX(G) is the dual of the Banach space L\G) of the (equivalence classes of) A-integrable complex Borel functions on G [9, pp. 131, 148] . The Banach space C(G) of bounded continuous complex functions (with the supremum norm) on G is a closed subspace of Lco(G), and L\G) is regarded in the usual way as a closed subspace of M(G). The space of the almost periodic functions [9, p. 247] in C(G) is denoted by AP(G). For the definitions and basic properties of the convolutions of measures with measures or functions we refer to [9] .
Suppose for a moment that G is Abelian, and T its dual group. Denote by ß the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of ¡i G M (G) (or /i G M (T)), and write B(G) = {ß\ ß G M (Y)}. According to a theorem of I. Kluvánek [11] a function relatively weakly compact in C(G). C. F. Dunkl and D. E. Ramirez [7] have considered a related problem, replacing Mdd(G) with LX(G). Their results [7, p. 453 ] may be rephrased as follows: A function/ G L°°(G) is (equivalent to a function) in B(G) (resp. in {ß\n G Md(T)}) if and only if the set {g *f\s £ Ll(G), \\g\\x < 1} is relatively weakly compact (resp. relatively norm compact) in LX(G). In this paper we prove two theorems which together significantly extend these results of [7] and [11] . In fact, we consider convolutions of / G L°°(G) with measures in M(G), Mdd(G) or L\G) without assuming the commutativity of G. Of course, B(G), {/x| ju G Md(T)}, and || j£t||oo must then be reinterpreted ( §2). Our approach to noncommutative harmonic analysis will be the same as in P. Eymard's thesis [8] , and many of our arguments rely essentially on his results.
2. Preliminaries and notation We refer to [3] , [8] , [9] for the details of the theory summarized in this section. For any function / defined on G we write f(x) = f(x~x), J(x) = f(ax), fa(x) = f(xa), if a, x E G. If ft 6 M(G), the measures ¡x and p are defined by ß(f) = fi(f), Ji(f) = /*(/), / G C0(G).
Equipped with the convolution product and the involution jut-> u* = jx, M(G) is a Banach *-algebra having LX(G) as a closed *-ideal. If g G LX(G) and ¡x is the corresponding measure, i.e. dfi = g dx, then d¡i* = A~_lg dx, where A is the modular function of G. We write accordingly g* = A~'g. The neutral element of G is denoted by e, and Cm(G) is the closed subspace of C(G) consisting of the right uniformly continuous bounded functions [9, p. 275]. it thus follows that ||/j,||'= || jli||' =||w(/i)|| for all ¡u G M (G). In case G is Abelian, this number clearly equals || ¿til .
Let B(G) be the set of linear combinations of continuous positive-definite functions on G. By Bochner's theorem [13, p. 19] this is consistent with the customary use (as in the introduction) of the notation in the Abelian case. There is a bijection T: B(G)^> C*(G)* satisfying (Tu, g) = jg(x)u(x)dx for u G B(G), g G L\G) [8, p. 192] . One also gets <«(ii), Tu) = fu(x) dfi(x) for u G B(G), /x G M (G) (recall that w(ii) G C*(G)**) [8, p. 193] . Since ||S||' <Hsu, if g G L\G), \\Tu\\ >\\u\\x for all u G B(G).
If F is a Banach space, the weak topology on F is by definition a(E, E*) where E* is the (topological) dual space of F. Any norm closed linear subspace F of F is also weakly closed, and a(E, E*) restricted to F agrees with a(F, F*). Proof. First we show that if B is relatively weakly compact, then / is equal l.a.e. to a function in Cm(G). Let (&■),• eg-be an approximate unit (of norm one) in LX(G) [9, p. 303] . For all g G LX(G) we have
= lim( g* * g) *f(e) = lim g* * (g¡ */)(<?) = Hm<g,. */, g). i i i
Since L'(G) * /°°(G) c Cm(G) [9, p. 295] , the values of the above convolutions at e are well defined, and g¡ * f G Cm(G) for all i G ?T, As Cn(G) is weakly closed in L°°(G), the net (g, */),e5rhas by assumption a subnet which converges weakly, hence in a(Lx, Lx), to a function in Cm(G). By the above calculation this function must be l.a.e. equal to / Next, let X be the Stone-Cech compactification of G, i.e. the maximal ideal space of the commutative C*-algebra C(G). We identify G as usual with a dense subset of X. It is known that a is always a(Lx', L')-continuous, and that it is weakly (resp. norm) continuous if and only if S is a weakly compact operator (resp. a compact operator) [4, p. 490] . Suppose now that a(G) is contained in a weakly (resp. norm) compact, hence ct(L°°, l')-compact set D. Then o(X) c D, because G is dense in X. As o(L°°, Lx) and the weak (resp. norm) topology agree on D, a is weakly (resp. norm) continuous, and so 5" is a weakly compact operator (resp. a compact operator). Conversely, if 5 is a weakly compact operator (resp. a compact operator), then o(G) is contained in the weakly (resp. norm) compact set a(X). Now, a(x) is simply x-f( = 8X * f) for all x £ G. In fact, for g G LX(G) we have <o(x),g> = f g(y)f(y-lx) dy = fx-J (y)g(y) dy= <x-f,g>.
Suppose now that B is relatively weakly compact, i.e. S is a weakly compact operator. By the first part of the proof we may assume / G C(G 
. For a locally compact group G and f E L°°(G) the following four conditions are equivalent:
(i) / is equal l.a.e. to a function in B(G),
(ii) { fi */| u E A/(G), || jn|p< 1} is relatively weakly compact in LX(G), (iii) {u */|jii G Mdd(G), ||m||"< 1} is relatively weakly compact in L°°(G), (iv) (g */|g E LX(G), ||g|p< 1} « relatively weakly compact in LX(G).
Proof. Let us first show that (i) implies (ii)
. We denote A = C*(G)**, Am = C*(G)*, identify A+ with its canonical image in A*, and write ag(x) = g(ax) for a, x E A, g E A*. Since A is a C*-algebra, the two Arens products in A** coincide [2, p. 869]. From Theorem 4.2 in [12, p. 91] we see therefore (taking E ■• {x E A\ l|x|| < 1} and ?F = A*\E in the notation of [12] ) that for all g G A*, {jg\a E A, ||a|| < 1} is a relatively weakly compact subset of A*. Alternatively, one may apply Corollary II. : sup{I ft * f(e)\ I tt G Mdd(G), II uf
The latter quantity is finite by assumption, because evaluation at e is a continuous functional on C(G). Therefore/ GB(Gd) [8, p. 191] , and so also / G B(Gd). As / is continuous on G, / G F (G) [8, p. 202] . Finally, assume (iv). Since || g||' < || g||, for g G LX(G), Lemma 3.1 shows that/may be taken to be continuous. As g * f G C(G) and ff(x)g(x) dx = g * /(e) for g G LX(G), we can again apply Proposition 2.1 in [8, p. 191] (ii) { n *f\ n G M (G), ||ju.f< 1} is relatively compact in LX(G), (iii) (it */|jii G Mdd(G), ||/i||*< 1) " relatively compact in L°°(G), (iv) {g * f\g G LX(G), \\gf< 1} is relatively compact in L0C(G).
Proof. To prove that (i) implies (ii) we may assume that / G B(G) n AP(G). Let us first treat the special case where G is compact. We take [5] Recalling the first part of the proof we now see that, since g i-> g ° a is an isometry from C(G) into C(G), even in the general case (i) implies (ii). Clearly, (ii) implies both (iii) and (iv). Finally, if we assume either (iii) or (iv), then/is by Lemma 3.1 equal l.a.e. to a function in AP(G). By License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
